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Part A: Commentary
Overall, the two externally assessed examinations allowed a wide range of
responses.

Increasingly, candidates are being required to work with the language presented
to them, then work something out rather than just understand the texts and
answer straightforward questions. Teachers working with their students in a
similar way in classes allow higher-level thinking processes to develop.

Many candidates created very long answers in which they included every possible
item of information from the text, but sometimes they failed to find the pieces of
pertinent information that actually led them to a clear and well-stated answer to
the question.

At the same time, it was evident that candidates with a broader understanding of
vocabulary and language structures were more able to select the best information
to answer the questions. Many candidates found the more factual parts of
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questions – completing tables, giving facts – straightforward, but did not use the
information well enough to answer the more demanding questions.

Questions are marked in a holistic manner and concise answers are appreciated.

Candidates are discouraged from relying too heavily on prior knowledge or
invented detail as the standard requires meaning to be made from the text itself.

Candidates who have answered in Japanese were required to rework the
language to demonstrate clear understanding rather than lift sentences directly
from the text.

 

Part B: Report on standards

90893:  Demonstrate understanding of a variety of spoken
Japanese texts on areas of most immediate relevance
Candidates who were awarded Achievement commonly:

showed understanding of the basic information in the passage but not
enough to develop appropriate responses

showed evidence of being able to understand some of the key words in the
spoken passages and gave short answers based on correctly identifying
these key ideas

wrote words they did not know in hiragana or romaji as part of answers
written in English

did not show understanding of basic language patterns.

Candidates whose work was assessed as Not Achieved commonly:

showed little or no understanding of the spoken texts and lacked the
vocabulary knowledge needed to understand their meaning

wrote one- or two-word answers

gave irrelevant, illogical or contradictory answers, often putting a question
mark at the end to show they were not sure of the response

invented answers based on their own personal experience or guesswork.
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Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Merit commonly:

provided longer, more detailed answers based on the information provided in
the texts, often including multiple details

attempted to include some implied meanings in their answers

attempted all questions but did not answer all questions with the same level
of depth

attempted to provide explanations and/or justifications that were relevant to
the texts

understood a wide range of vocabulary and demonstrated an understanding
of more complex language patterns.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Excellence commonly:

gave detailed answers that showed full understanding of all spoken texts

supported their answers with accurate and relevant information from the text

demonstrated comprehensive knowledge of vocabulary and language
features

read the questions carefully and may have proofread their answers to provide
high quality responses

went beyond the evidence from the text to provide inferences.

Standard specific comments

Candidates struggled with some words where the sound was similar to another
word – for instance えいが・えいご. Having a wide vocabulary and also being
able to differentiate the sounds of similar words is important in a listening
examination.

Often the particles or the endings of words affected the meaning of a phrase. For
instance, many candidates wrote that Joanna and Mariko were talking to Mariko’s
boyfriend, or met him on the train – but didn’t get the meaning that they were
talking about her boyfriend on the train. (ボイフレンドの はなしを しまし
た.）

Candidates often did not compare the various possibilities in an otherwise good
answer. They may, for instance, have made a choice that Joanna and Haruto
should go to the bookstore because it was warm, not expensive and good for
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Joanna’s Japanese, but they didn’t reference why the other choices were not
good options.

 

 

90896:  Demonstrate understanding of a variety of
Japanese texts on areas of most immediate relevance
Candidates who were awarded Achievement commonly:

showed evidence of being able to read hiragana, katakana and simple kanji

gave short answers based on correctly identifying key ideas

made links within phrases or between phrases

missed key information/whole parts of the text

wrote words they did not know in hiragana as part of answers that were
written in English

missed grammar patterns such as 〜てはいけません、〜てから、すぎる.

Candidates whose work was assessed as Not Achieved commonly:

wrote one- or two-word answers

wrote very brief answers or longer largely fabricated answers

misread some basic vocabulary

gave irrelevant, illogical or contradictory answers.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Merit commonly:

provided longer, more detailed answers based on the relevant information
provided in the texts, often including multiple details

attempted to include some implied meanings in their answers

attempted all questions but did not answer all questions with the same level
of depth

showed good knowledge of language features
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understood a wide range of vocabulary including numbers, family members
and days of the week

demonstrated an understanding of grammar patterns such as たりたりする,
〜てから、すぎる、だけ

read kanji accurately, including kanji numbers.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Excellence commonly:

fully supported their answers with accurate and relevant information from the
text

demonstrated comprehensive knowledge of vocabulary and language
features

answered all parts of questions

went beyond the evidence from the text to provide inferences

demonstrated an excellent understanding of complex sentences.

Standard specific comments

Successful candidates used information from all the text boxes.

Common words candidates could not understand accurately were よく、はやい、
やさい、中、ちり、おもしろい、むずかしい、うんどう、あし、びじゅつ.

Candidates regularly confused breakfast, dinner and lunch.

Candidates confused 一時かんめ with 1 o’clock.

Some candidates thought that Haruto and Joanna could go on their trip together
on different modes of transport, e.g. Haruto should take the bullet train and
Joanna should take the bus.

Candidates often understood バスの中でたべてもいいです as ‘inside the bus the
food is good’.

Candidates often understood ジョアンナ さんにいいべんきょうになります as
‘Joanna is good at study / better at study’.

Candidates often struggled to understand きぶんがわるくなります.
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